
Play Faster Golf, Have More Fun, and Explode
the Hour Fallacy
Golf is a great game, but it can also be a very slow game. If you're like
most golfers, you've probably spent countless hours waiting around on the
tee box or in the fairway while other players take their shots. This can be
frustrating, especially if you're trying to enjoy a quick round of golf.

The good news is that there are a number of things you can do to play
faster golf without sacrificing any of the fun. In this article, we'll share some
tips on how to speed up your game and make it more enjoyable.
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1. Be prepared

One of the best ways to play faster golf is to be prepared before you even
get to the course. This means having your clubs and equipment organized
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and ready to go. It also means knowing the course layout so that you can
plan your shots in advance.

When you're prepared, you can avoid wasting time looking for your clubs or
trying to figure out where to hit your next shot. This will help you keep your
pace of play up and make your round of golf more enjoyable.

2. Play ready golf

Ready golf is a great way to speed up your game without sacrificing any of
the fun. Ready golf simply means that you hit your shot when you're ready,
regardless of whether or not other players in your group are ready.

Of course, you should still be considerate of other players and not hit your
shot if someone is in your line of fire. But if you're ready to go, don't be
afraid to hit your shot even if other players are still taking their time.

3. Walk instead of ride

Walking instead of riding in a cart can save you a lot of time on the course.
When you walk, you can cut across the fairway and take shortcuts that you
wouldn't be able to take if you were in a cart.

Walking is also a great way to get some exercise and enjoy the scenery. If
you're looking for a way to play faster golf and have more fun, walking is a
great option.

4. Don't be afraid to ask for help

If you're struggling to keep up with the pace of play, don't be afraid to ask
for help from your playing partners. They may be willing to give you some
tips or help you find your ball if you hit it into the rough.



Asking for help is a sign of strength, not weakness. It shows that you're
willing to learn and improve your game. So don't be afraid to ask for help if
you need it.

5. Have fun

The most important thing is to have fun when you're playing golf. Don't get
too caught up in trying to play fast or slow. Just relax and enjoy the game.

If you're having fun, you're more likely to play well and have a great time.
So don't worry about the pace of play and just focus on enjoying yourself.

Playing faster golf is a great way to have more fun and enjoy the game
more. By following the tips in this article, you can speed up your game
without sacrificing any of the fun. So next time you're on the course, try to
play faster and see how much more fun you have.
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